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Britain’s long march to democracy
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Democratization in Britain

• An incremental, largely peaceful and elite-managed process.

• Franchise roughly doubled every generation by new legislation (1832,
1867, 1884, 1918, 1928).

• Why did British elites willingly cede power to the broader electorate?
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Theories of democratization

1. Modernization reduced costs of democratization for elites (Boix 2003,
Ansell and Samuels 2015).
2. Electoral calculations led (some) elites to favour liberalization (Lizzeri
and Persicó 2004, Bronner 2014).
3. Threat of revolution (Acemoglu and Robinson 2006, Aidt and Jensen
2014).
4. Compensation for participation in war (Tichi and Vindigni 2010, Scheve
and Stasavage 2016).
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Concerns

• Most studies: theoretical microfoundations (Svolik 2019); panel data analyses
(Boix 2011, Treisman 2015).
• Theoretical assumptions about elite and legislator preferences generally
untested by empirical researchers.
• When elites the focus, studies typically consider individual reforms.
• Ignoring different environments leading to reform:
• 1832 (Almond et al. 1973, Aidt & Franck 2013, Aidt & Jensen 2014) vs.
1884.
• And/or overlooking instances of failed reform:
• 1867 (Lizzeri & Persico 2004, Bronner 2014) vs. failed reforms in 1840s,
1860s.
• May amplify importance of elite choices relative to long-term structural
factors.
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What we do
1. Propose a theory of democratization that takes into account both legislators’
electoral considerations and longer term structural developments.
• Legislator preferences are conditional on party, the distributional effects of
the franchise, and the costs of exclusion.
2. Evaluate theory against decisions of British MPs to support (or oppose) franchise
reform between 1830 and 1918.
• Use roll call data to estimate the preferences of English and Welsh MPs
regarding the male franchise (1826–1918).
• Numerically interpret MP ideal points in terms of percentage enfranchised.
3. Use regression analysis to study how MP preferences vary with party, parliament,
personal and constituency characteristics.
• Assemble rich constituency-election level dataset covering period
1832–1918, with data on legislator franchise preferences, personal
characteristics, and constituency characteristics.
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Theory

Theory

• Two vote-maximizing parties, L and C, compete on a single issue
dimension under a restricted franchise.
• Once elected, parties can choose how many adult men will have the
right to vote in the next election.
• When choosing the franchise, parties take into account:
• Electoral considerations: the number of voters that parties expect
to gain or lose following franchise extension.
• Costs of repression: material and reputational costs of excluding
non-enfranchised citizens.
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Theory
• The more left-wing party L can expect to get more support from newly
enfranchised voters.
• L will support a larger male franchise than C.
• Party support for franchise extension will depend on its distributional
consequences, e.g. the level of inequality.
• When inequality is high, the policy distance between parties’ existing and
newly enfranchised voters will be larger.
• Parties struggle to win over newly enfranchised voters without
significant policy shifts.
• But, large policy shifts may alienate many existing voters – to each
other, abstention or to potential entrants.
• When inequality is low, it is easier for parties to reconcile old and newly
enfranchise voters through small policy shifts.
• Both parties will also be more likely to support franchise extension when the
costs of excluding non-voters are higher.
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Empirical Approach

Empirical strategy

• Apply ideal point estimation to roll call data for 4,077 English
and Welsh legislators between 1830 and 1918 (source: Eggers
and Spirling [amended]).
• But, MP ideal points not necessarily comparable over time.
• E.g., if content of parliamentary agenda is changing.
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Empirical strategy (cont’d)

Solution: build on approach suggested by Bateman, Clinton and
Lapinski (2017) to improve intertemporal comparability of estimates.
1. Restrict attention to 300 votes on franchise reform between 1830
and 1918.
2. Identify 34 key votes on male suffrage.
• Plausibly non-strategic.
• Easy to calculate implied franchise if vote is successful.

3. Locate key votes relative to each other and to status quo.
4. Infer (impute) MP decisions on votes occurring when an MP was
not serving.
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Imputation procedure
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Empirical strategy (cont’d)

• Construct augmented matrix of votes on franchise reform.
• Use Bayesian MCMC procedure to estimate legislator ideal
points (Clinton, Jackman and Rivers 2000).
• Generate predicted values for franchise preferred by each
legislator.
• Bayesian procedure estimates ideal points on interval with µ = 0
and σ = 1.
• Estimate non-linear mapping from ideal points to preferred
franchise using bill content and estimated bill locations.
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Results

1826-1830
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Distribution of MP Preferences on Male Suffrage (0-100%) by Parliament

Democratization was partisan, not consensual:
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Explaining variation in MP preferences
Use regression analysis to identify covariates of MP preferences.
• Constituency-election level analysis using OLS:
Yi,t =α + β1 Xi,t + β2−4 Pi,t + β5−7 Xi,t Pi,t + β8−14 Zi,t
+ δt + ϵi,t
• Yi,t : mean preferred franchise of MPs elected to constituency i at time t.
• Xi,t : socioeconomic characteristics of constituency (mean earnings, earnings
inequality, prop. employed in agriculture).
• Pi,t : proportion of Conservative, Liberal & Radical MPs.
• Zi,t : proportion of landowners, peers, officeholders, non-Anglican pastors per
1000 persons, log population density, by-election, number of seats.
• δt , ϵi,t : parliament fixed effects; constituency random effects (alt.: county fixed
effects); SEs clustered by constituency.
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• Indirect electoral considerations: (-/- -) for L, (+) for C.
• How many voters L and C stand to lose (gain) to (from) each other, and
to (from) potential entrants, depends on the redistributive costs of
franchise expansion, which are lower when:
• Inequality is lower =⇒ smaller tax increases following franchise
extension (as in Meltzer and Richard 1981).
• Less wealth is held in fixed assets, e.g. presence of industrial,
trading and financial elites rather than landed interests.
• Income is high, so marginal utility of additional income is smaller.
• Both parties will also be more likely to support franchise expansion
when the costs of excluding non-voters are higher.
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Why did franchise reform take so long?
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